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ABSTRACT

This study provides evidence that 10-year-aheadinflation expectations adapt very slowly to

changesin realizedinflation. This evidencederivesprimarilyfrom yields on 10-yeargovernmentbonds

in a sample of OECD countries, includinginflation-indexedbonds where they are available. The study

examinesboth the cross-countryand time-series behaviorof interest rates and inflation rates. For the

United States, additionalevidence is provided from a survey of 10-yearinflation expectationsheld by

marketparticipants.This studydoes not presenta theoreticalmodelof expectationsformation. However,

long memoryof the type documentedin this study would be impliedby a modelof multipleinflationary

regimes in which agents base their probability distributions of future regimes on past inflationary

experience.
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L Inproductionand Motivation

This study provides evidence that 10-year-aheadinflation expectations adapt very slowly to

changes in realizedinflation. This evidencederives primarilyfrom yieldson 10-yeargovernmentbonds

in a sample of OECDcountries, includinginflation-indexedbonds where they are available. The study

examines both the cross-count~ and time-series behaviorof interest rates and inflation rates. For the

United States, additionalevidence is provided from a survey of 10-year inflation expectationsheld by

market participants.

Ever since Irving Fisher’sThe o (1930), economistshave argued that,

interest rates oughtto move one-for-onewith expectedinflation.2There are two difficultiesin

provingthis hypothesis: First, inflationexpectationsare not observeddirectly. Second,in the real world

the assumptiondoes not hold, so that other factors must be taken into consideration.

Fisher himself focusedon the formation of expectations. He believedthat the primary determinantof

expectedinflationis likelyto be past inflation. By regressinginterestrates on past inflationFisher found

*SeniorEconomistin theDivisionof InternationalFinance,Boardof Governorsof theFederalReserve
System. This paperdevelopedout of work for a study by the G-10 Deputieson

October1995. I receivedhelpfulcommentsfrom fellowdraftersof that study,as well
as David Bowman,Jon Faust, Dale Henderson,and AndrewLevin. This paper representsthe views of
the author and should not be interpreted as reflecting those of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System or other members of its staff.

2Darby(1975) and Feldstein(1976) showed that in a theoreticalclosed economy, income taxation
causesa greaterthan one-for-oneresponseof interestrates to expectedinflation. Hartman(1979)showed
that in a theoreticalsmallopen economy,interest rates moveone-for-onewith expectedinflationeven in
the presenceof residence-basedincome taxes. Tobin (1969)argued that higher inflation leads to a less
than one-for-oneincreasein interest rates because it reduces the demand for the monetarybase relative
to productivecapital. However,given the small size of the monetarybase relative to the capital stock,
the Tobin effect is likely to be extremely small for any reasonableestimate of the elasticity of demand
for the monetarybase.
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that a long distributedlag of past inflation providedthe best fit, but that the total effect of laggedinflation

on the interestrate was much less than one-for-one. This studyconcurswith Fisher that a long lagof past

inflation provides the best fit, but in postwar data for the United States the total effect is shown to be

almost exactly one-for-one. The discrepancy between Fisher’sresults and the postwar results is almost

certainly due to the fact that under the Gold Standardthe price levelhad no long-rundrift, as longperiods

of inflation were followed by long periods of deflation.

The Fisher effect has been the subject of numerous studies in the past 30 years. Many of these

studies model the expectationsformationprocessexplicitly. Nearly all empiricalstudies haveconcluded

that interestrates move less than one-for-onewith inflationexpectations, Somestudies, suchas Summers

(1983),have pointedto irrationalityin the formationof inflationexpectationsas the sourceof theapparent

rejection of the Fisher effect. Other studies, such as Mishkin (1984), have conjectured that there is a

systematic tendencyfor high inflation rates to be associated with low real interest rates.3 This violation

of the assumptionmay be due to the effects of monetary policy. A sustained monetary

expansiontendsto keepthe short-terminterestrate low even as the inflationrate beginsto rise. However,

most economists believe that monetary policy cannot lower the reai interest rate indefinitely.

Most studies of the Fisher effect in postwar data have focused on short-texminterest rates and

allowed only short lags (up to three years) in the inflationexpectationsprocess. In order to minimizethe

influenceof monetarypolicy this study focuseson long-terminterestrates. Manyeconomistsbelievethat

long-terminterestratesare moreimportantforconsumptionandinvestmentdecisionsthan short-termrates.

Followingthe leadof Irving Fisher, this studyexamines the role of long lags in the formationof inflation

expectations.

3Mishkin(1992)shows that it is possible to accept the hypothesisof a one-for-oneFisher effect over
certain sampleperiodsusing U.S. short-terminterestrates. Peng(1995) finds similarevidencefor France
and the United Kingdom,but not for Germany and Japan.
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Onecomplicationintroducedby the focuson long-terminterestrates is the potentialfor significant

risk premia due to the lower liquidityof long-termbonds in manycountriesand due to the sensitivityof

bond prices to changesin inflationexpectationsand real interestrates. (Theserisk premiaare much less

likely to be significantfor short-terminterest rates.) It is difficult to distinguishbetween the inflation

expectation,the inflation-riskpremium,and other risk premiumcomponentsof the nominalbond yield.

The primary focus of this study is on the sum of these components,which is loosely referred to as

inflationary expectations, but some efforts are devoted

independently.

The analysis presentedhere is purely empirical, but

to examining the inflation-risk premium

it does lend support to a class of theoretical

modelsof inflationcharacterizedby occasionalshifts in policyregimes, Evansand Lewis(1995)showthat

a regime-switchingmodel of inflationcan explain the empirical failure of the Fisher relation. In their

paper, the regimesdiffer by the varianceand persistenceof shocks to inflation. The evidencepresented

in this study suggestsan alternativespecification,in which regimesdifferby the averagerate of inflation.

If agents’beliefs aboutthe relativeprobabilitiesof future inflationregimesare based on past experience,

then the unobserved inflation expectationsprocess will be correlated with past inflation over a long

horizon.

JI. cross-CountrvEviolence

The cross-countryanalysis is based on data for 16 OECD countries.4 The interest rate is the

annual yield on 10-yeargovernmentbonds supplied by the OECD Secretariat. The inflationrate is the

percentage increase in the CPI over the previous four quarters, taken from

real exchangerate is a multilateralweightedaverageagainstthe other 15 countries

‘Australia(AL), Austria (AT), Belgium(BE), Canada (CA), Denmark(DE), France (FR), Germany
(GE), Ireland (IR), Italy (IT), Japan (JA), the Netherlands(NE), New Zealand(NZ), Spain (SP), Sweden
(SD), the United Kingdom(UK), and the United States (US).
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in the sample using CPISand weights based on each country’sshare in total world trade in 1993, Each

country’sreal exchange rate is normalizedby its average value over the period 1975-94. The exchange

rates and trade shares are taken fromIFS. Net public sectordebt is taken from

(December 1994).s The averagesand standarddeviationsare computedwith quarterly data over five-year

periods.

7

IRLxy Ave. Interest Rate, x-y rNFxy Ave. Inflation Rate, x-y

RERxy Ave. Real Ex. Rate, x-y VEXxy Std.Dev.(Real Ex. Rate) I
vPIxy I Std.Dev.(InflationRate) I DEBTx I Net Debt/GDP in x II

Interestrate regressionsare run over three differenttime periods: 1980-84,1985-89,and 1990-94.

The studyemploysa general-to-specificstrategy,but, due to limiteddegreesof freedom,the initialgeneral

specificationdoes not include ail possible i;lclependentvariables. The initial specification is

IRL909$, = a +~INFfM)9#i+ylNF&S89,+6lNF8084i+0DEBZ391+ADEB~, +ei

and similarly for the other time periods. In every period, the restrictionthat the coefficients on current
. .

and lagged inflation sum to unity could not be rejected at the 10 percent level, so this restriction was

imposedbefore futier analysis. If inflation-riskpremiawereimportantin countrieswith a historyof high

inflation, one would expect to find the sum of these coefficientsto be greater than unity. In fact, the

unrestricted estimates always summed to less than unity. This result casts doubt on the importanceof

inflation-riskpremia in countrieswith high inflation,at leastfor interestrates averaged over long periods

of time.

‘Austria and Ireland report only gross debt.
The findings with respect to debt are not

New Zealanddebt is for centraI governmentonly, from
sensitive to the exclusion of these countries.
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In no case was a coefficienton debt individuallysignificant,and in every case the coefficienton

laggeddebt was negative. This result suggeststhat the change in debt mightbe the relevantvariable,so

the regression was respecifiedin terms of the differencebetweencurrent and past debt, and the implied

restrictioncouid not be rejected in any case. However, even the change in debt was never significant--

aithoughit alwayshad a small positivecoefficient--sothat it wasdroppedfrom the preferredregressions,

which are reported in Table 1.

Table 1 Interest Rates and InflationRates

Dep.Var. Intercept INFxy INFxy-5 IN-Fxy-lo R2 std. err.

IRL9094 4.03** 0.66** 0.11 0.23** .83 0.76
(.42) (.07) (.09) (.07)

IRL8589 4.67** 0.80** 0.31** -0.11 .95 0.58
(.37) (,06) (.08) (.07)

IRL8084 4.29** 0.87** -0.21 0.34* .67 1.92
(.64) (.25) (.24) (.16)

*(**)slgmficantat 5 (1) percent Sampleof 16OECD countries.

In every period,the currentinflationrate ii the single most importantfactor behindthe long-term

interest rate. Lagged inflation is also importantin every period, althoughthe nature of the lag pattern

differs across periods. The R*statistics indicate that current and lagged inflation explain most of the

differences in interest rates across countries. If current and lagged inflationare proxying for expected

future inflation,the estimated interceptsindicate that the real interest rate lies between 4 and 5 percent

over the past 15 years.

A numberof variableswere addedsequentiallyto the preferredspecificationto test for additional

factors influencinginterestrates. The current level of the real exchangerate is expectedto be positively

correlated with the interest rate accordingto standard modelsof the exchangerate with



stickypricesand imperfect goods substitutionacross countries. In practice,it had a significantlynegative

coefficientin 1985-89,and it was not significantin the other periods. The change in the real exchange

rate betweenthe cunent five-year periodand the previous period aiso had a negativecoefficient in 1985-

89 and no significantcoefficient in the other periods.

Variability of inflation or the real exchange rate is expected to have a positive effect on the

interestrate if it increases the risk

rate is measured as the qumerly

current period. This variable was

premiumdemanded by investors. The variabilityof the real exchange

standard deviation of the real exchange rate from 1975 through the

neversignificantlycomelatedwith the interest rate. The variabilityof

inflationis measured as the quarterly standard deviation of the annual inflationrate from 1970through

the currentperiod. This variable alwayshad a strongly coefficient,and it is significantin 1990-

94 and 1985-89. Each percentage point increase in the standard deviation of inflation is estimated to

reducethe interest rate by around 50 basis points. This result is puzzling,but its statistical significance

is not robust to excluding one country--Japan--fromthe sample. However, even without Japan the

coefficientis consistently negative.

Chart 1displayscross-countryscatterplotsof interest rates and inflationrates. Each plotcontains

a 45 degree line with an intercept of 4 upper left panel displays the current interest rates and

inflationrates for 1990-94. The remainingthree panels display the cumentinterest rate in different five-

yearperiodsagainsta weightedaverageof currentand past inflation.dClearly,addinginflationrates from

the earlier periods helps to explain the cross-country differences in nominal interest rates. A common

world real interest rate of 4 percent would imply that all countries lie on the 45 degree line,

assumingthat the weighted past inflation is a good proxy for expected future inflation. -

% eachcasethe weights are 0.75 on currentinflation,0.15 on inflationfromthe previousperiod,and
0.10 on inflationfrom two periods ago.
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Chart 2 displays scatter plots of nominal interest rates in the 1990sand net debt ratios at the

beginningand end of this period(the top two panels). Very littlecorrelationis apparent. The bottomleft

pane!plots interest rates againstthe changein debt ratios over this five-yearperiod. In this panel, there

is a weak positive relationship,which is consistentwith the regression results describedabove. In the

bottom right panel interest rates are plotted againstthe historicalvariabilityof inflation. There appears

to be a weak positive correlation,with Japan as an outlier near tie bottom of the plot. This correlation

appears to contradict the regression resultsdescribedabove, in which the coefficienton variabilitywas

negative. These contradictory results are due to the collinearity of the level and variability of past

inflation. Oncethe levelof past inflationis controlledfor, the effectof variabilityturnsnegative,although

the significanceof this effect

~ Time-Series Evidence.

This sectionexamines

is dependenton the inclusionof the Japanese outlier,

the time-seriesevidenceo theFisher effect in individualcountries. Table

2 presentsaugmentedDickey-Fullerstatisticson quarterlyinterest rates and inflationrates. The data are

the same as those used in the previoussectionexcept for the exclusionof Australia,Austria, and Japan

due to missingdata in the 1960sandearly 1970s. The 2-yearinflationrate is calculatedas the annualized

growth rate of the CPI over the previous 8 quarters. The 10-year inflation rate is calculated as the

annualizedgrowth rate over the previous40 quarters.

Table 2 shows that both the interestrate and the inflationrate appear to be nonstationarywith the

notableexceptionof Germany,wherethe interestrate andthe 2-yearinflationrate appearto be stationary.’

A standard property of many theoreticaleconomicmodels is that the real rate of interest is’stationary.

‘The augmentedDickey-Fullertests use four laggeddifferencesof the variablebeing tested. F-tests
against regressionswith five and eight laggeddifferencesreveal that longer lags are often significantin
the inflation regressions, where they tend to reduce the magnitudeand significanceof the test statistics
for 2-year inflation. Longer lags are almost never significantfor the other variables,and where they are
significantthey do not change the results presentedin Table 2.
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Table 2. Augmented Dickey-FullerTests, 1961Q2-1994Q4

10-Year Bond Rate less

10-Year 2-Year IO-Year 2-Year 10-Year
Bond Rate Inflation Inflation Inflation Inflation

Belgium -1.90 -2.75* -1.79 -2.14 -2.85*

Canada -I .90 -2.06 -1.86 -1.41 .3.70***

Denmark -1.44 -2.11 -1.58 -2.64* -1.99

France -1.63 -2.10 -1.31 -1.38 -2.36

Germany -3.43** .3,66*** -1.75 -3.13** -3.02**

Ireland -1.70 -2.49 -1.98 -2.32 -2.24

Italy -1.54 -1.98 -1.98 -1.27 -1.86

Netherlands -2.54 -2.24 -1.63 -1.74 -1.98

New Zealand -1.36 -1.86 -1.41 -1.57 -2.72*

Sweden -1.53 -2.66* -1.59 “1.71 .3.57***

United Kingdom -1.83 .-2.34 -2.16 -2.50 -2.06

United States -1.97 -2.54 -1.92 -2.32 -4.21***

●*”,●*,*denotesignificanceat 1, 5, and 10percentlevels,respectively.
All tests use 4 laggeddifferences.

. .

Table 2 also presentsstationaritytests of two measuresof the real rate of interest. When the real interest

rate is measured using the inflation rate from the previous 2 years, one can reject the hypothesis of

nonstationarityin only two cases. However, when the real interest rate is measured using the inflation



rate from the previous

power of the test, this

9

10 years, one can reject nonstationarityfor 6 of the 12 countries. Given the low

is a strong result.8

Table 3 presents estimates of the

cointegrating coefficient between the long-term

bond rate and the inflationrate. Only in the case

of Germany does the interest rate appear

cointegrated with the 2-year inflation rate.

However, in 6 countries the interest rate appears

cointegratedwith the 10-yearinflationrate. AIso,

in every country except Germany and Denmark

the cointegratingcoefficient is closer to 1 when

10-yearinflationis used, which is consistentwith

a stationary real interest rate.

Because high inflation tends to be

associatedwith more variableinflation,one might

expectthe inflation-riskpremiumto increasewith.

the levelof inflation. Such behaviorwould imply

a cointegrating coefficient greater than 1, In

practice,the estimatedcoefficientis less than 1 in

nearly all countries for both proxies of inflation

3 Estimated Cointegrating
Coefficients, 1960Q1-1994Q4

10-Yr. Bond Rate and

2-Year 10-Year
Inflation Inflation

Belgium 0.40 0.88

Canada 0.60 0.93**

Denmark 1.02 1.48

France 0.63 0.99

Germany 0.54*** 0.53**

Ireland 0.51 0.72*

Italy 0.56 0.82

Netherlands 0.35 0.62

New Zealand 0.47 0.89

Sweden 0.63 1.08**

u.K. 0.42 0.59*

u. s. 0.60 1.03***

OLSregressionof bondrate on inflationrate and
inkrcept. ●**, **, ● denotesignificanceat 1,s, and
10percentlevels,respectively,usingthe Engle-
Grangcrtest on the residualsof the cointegrating
regression. All tests use 4 laggeddifferencesof the
residuals.
1

expectations,thus castingdoubt on the importanceof the inflation-riskpremium. It should& notedthat

8Horvathand Watson(1993)proposea multivariatetest of a knowncointegratingvectorthatgenerally
has a higher power than the univariatetest used here. The higher power derives from the modelingof
the differentdynamicpropertiesof the componentseries. In thisexample,however,the Horvath-Watson
test also rejects non-cointegrationin only 6 of the 12 countries at the 10 percent level, and only 3
countries at the 5 percent level.



since both 2-year and 10-yearlagged inflation

estimated coefficientsare biased downwards.
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are imperfect measuresof inflationaryexpectations,their

However, the finding of a stationary real interest rate in

Table 2 implies that the inflation-riskpremium must be stationaryand that it cannot have drifted over

time.

Chart3 plotsthe measuredreal interest rate using 2-yearinflation. One commonfeaturefor many

of the countriesin Chart 3 is the sharp drop in the measured real rate in the 1970sand the sharp rise in

the 1980s. This pattern reflects the rise and fall of inflation rates in these countries. There are two

possible explanationsfor this common pattern: First, 2-year lagged inflation does not proxy well for

expected future inflation. Second, expansionary monetary policy drove the real rate down at the same

time that it increased inflationaryexpectations. While the second explanationsurely played some role,

it is difficult to believe that monetarypolicy drove the 10-yearreal interest rate down by as much as 10

percentagepoints in some countries. Almost no economistbelievesthat monetary nonneutralitiesare as

large and persistent as that.

It is particularly interesting to note that Germany did not share this common pattern of the

measuredreai interest rate. German inflationover this period was muchmore stable than inflationin the

other countries. Thus, it is reasonableto supposethat the 2-yearproxyfor inflationexpectationsdoes not

perform as badly for Germanyas for the other countries. The relativestability of the measuredGerman

real interest rate provides futier evidence against the argument that expansionary monetary policy

drastically Ioweredthe true real long-terminterest rate in most of these countries. If the real interestrate

did drop precipitouslyin the rest of the world in the 1970s,Germanyshould have experienceda similar

decline in its real interest rate or a massive real appreciationof its exchangerate.9 On the other hand, if

~o fully offset a 5 percentagepoint decrease in the worid 10-yearreal interest rate, a country’sreal
exchangerate wouldhave to appreciateby 70 percent. BetweenDecember 1971and December 1975the
Deutschemarkappreciatedagainst the doilar by 25 percent in nominalterms and 18percent in real terms
using CPIS..
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2-year inflation is not a good proxy for expected future inflationin most of these countries, there would

be no reasonto expecta drop in the measuredreal rate for countrieswhereinflationhas been morestable.

Chart 4 shows that measured real interest rates are more similar across countries, and their

movementsover time are smallerand lesspersistent,when 10-yearlaggedinflationrates are usedto proxy

for inflationaryexpectations. (The real interest rates using 2-year lagged inflation are plotted as dotted

lines.) The only exceptionsto this pattern are Germany,wheremeasuredreal rates are insensitiveto the

choice of expectationsproxy, imdDenmark, where the real rate appearsto undergo a structuralbreakin

the early 1980s when 10-yearlagged inflation is used. Overall, the visual evidence of Charts 3 and 4

confirms the statisticalevidenceprovidedby Tables 2 and 3.

If a long lag of past inflation helps to explain the long-terminterest rate, it is natural to ask

whethera long lag of past inflationis a betterpredictorof futureinflationover a long horizon. Somewhat

surprisingly, the answer is no. However, in order to test whether 10-year lagged inflation is a good

predictor of 10-yearahead inflation,one would like to have many independentobservationsof 10-year

aheadinflation. In thepostwarperiodweeffectivelyhave5 suchobservations,one of whichmustbe used

for initialconditions. This is simplynot a longenoughsampleto test the predictivepropertyof long-term

inflation models. . .

United

The small sampleproblemis evidentin the inflationexperienceof many countries,includingthe

States. Between 1948and 1995, the years 1974-82stand out as high inflation years, while the

remainingyears have muchlower inflationrates. T’hus,in the early 1960S and early 1990s(so far) a long

lag of inflationwas a better predictorof 10-yearahead inflation,but in the mid 1970sand the late 1980s

a short lag of inflation was a better predictor of 10-yearahead inflation.

It is possiblethat the 1974-82period reflects a differentinflationregime than the other years. In

the presence of infrequentregime shifts, a long backwardaverageof inflationmay provide a reasonable

proxyfor the formationof expectations,especiallyas agentsthemselveslearn aboutthe regime-switching



process over time. Thus, in the mid-1970s,agents may have expectedan early return to the low inflation

of the previous two decades. After inflationremained high for several years, agents may have upgraded

their subjective probabilitiesof remainingin a high-inflationregime. The converse may be true in the

1980s.

Survev Expectations

The Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia conducts

inflationaryexpectationsheld by financialmarket participantsin

a quarterly survey of 10-year ahead

the United States, includinginvestment

banks and consultingfirms. Chart 5 plots these Iong-terminflationexpectationsas well as averagepast

inflation rates over various horizons.io Although none of the past inflation series exactly matches the

survey expectations, the 10-yearpast inflation measure comes closest.

To confirm this visual impressionmore accurately, the root mean squared deviations(RMSDS)

between survey expectationsand past averag; inflation were calculatedfor backwardhorizonsof 1 to 15

years. The minimum RMSD of 1.04 is obtained with a

2.35 is associated with a horizon of 1 year.

In order to comparesurvey expectationswith ex

backward horizon of 9 years, the maximumof

future inflation,the sampie was shortened

to 1978-85. RMSDSwere calculatedfor fiture inflationover horizonshorn 1 to 10years. RMSDSwere

also calculated for past inflation over horizons from 1 to 1S years. The closest proxy to survey

expectations in this sample is a backward average of 14 years with an RMSI) of 1.09. All of the

backward averageRMSDSexcept the l-year were smailer than the smallest future averageRMSD,which

was the 8-year at 2.75.

‘%e PhiladelphiaFed survey begins in 1980. A similar sumey by Barclay’sextends back to 1978,
but it contains many missingobservations. During the periods of overlapthe two surveysare essentially
identical. In order to extend the samplefor comparison,Chart 5 uses the Barclay’sdata for 1978-79and
interpolates some missing observationsfor these two years only.



V. Index-I.inkedBon&

For countries that

bonds providesadditional

have bonds linked to the consumerprice index,the real interest rate on these

evidenceon the behaviorof inflationaryexpectationsin nominalbond yields.

Two factors must be taken into considerationwhen comparingindex-linkedyields to yields on nominal

bonds. First, the marketsfor index-linkedbondsare much less liquidthanthe marketsfor nominalbonds,

so that index-linkedyields may includea significantliquiditypremium. Second, index-linkedbondsare

1argelyfree of inflation risk, so their yields are lower than nominalyields due to the absence of both

expected inflationand any inflation-riskpremium.

Charts6-8 plot the long-termindex-linked

bond yields for the three countries that have

historical data on such bonds.’l In recent years,

the best proxy for the real indexedyield has been

the nominal yield minus a long average of past

inflation.12 In the early 1980s in the United

Kingdom, a short average of past inflation

perform better, possiblybecauseof the improved.

inflationcredibilityassociatedwith the change of

governmentin 1979.

4 Root Mean Squared Deviation
from Index-LinkedRate

NominaI Nominal
yield less yield less
2-year 10-year
inflation inflation

I 143Australia . [ 0.89

Canada I 1.22 I 0.48

U.K. I 1.50 I 1.76

Over the entire sampleavailable,the RMSDbetweenthe real indexedyield and the nominalyield

less past inflationis substantiallysmaller for Australia and Canada when 10years of inflationare used

1lAconstant-maturity 10-year index-linkedyield is available oniy for the United Kingdom. For
Australia, the chart uses the yield on an index-linkedbond maturingin 2005. For Canada, the chart uses
the yield on an index-linkedbond maturingin 2021.

12Thevolatility of the nominal bond yield relative to the real indexed bond yield provides some
evidence in favor of a time-varying risk premium, as both survey expectationsof inflation and past
averages of inflation are quite smooth.
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than when 2 years of inflationare used. (See Table 4.) For the United Kingdom,the RMSD is somewhat

lower when 2-year inflation is used.

VI. Conclusion

This study is an empincal exercise demonstratingthat expectationsabout future inflation over a

long horizon appear to be better explainedby a long average of past infIationthan by a short average.

This conclusiondoes not imply that market expectationsabout future inflationare imational. This study

has not presented a theoretical model of expectations formation. However, long memory of the type

documentedin this study would be impliedby a model of multiple inflationaryregimes in which agents

base their probabilitydistributionsof future regimes on past inflationaryexperience.

This study has not focused attentionon the issue of the inflation-riskpremium in nominal long-

term bonds. However, the limitedevidencethat is examineddoes not supporta significantrisk premium

that is systematicallyreiated to the Ievei or variabilityof inflation.
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